ABOUT CONRAD HOTELS & RESORTS
Spanning five continents with 39 properties, Conrad Hotels & Resorts creates a seamless connection between contemporary design, leading innovation and curated art to inspire the entrepreneurial spirit of the globally connected traveler. The luxury hotel brand was established in 1982, named after Hilton founder, Conrad Hilton, and has properties in the world’s most desirable locations, including major cities such as New York, Hong Kong and Washington, D.C., and resort destinations such as the Maldives, Bora Bora and Koh Samui.

BRAND ETHOS
- Conrad Hotels & Resorts’ vision is to be the luxury hotel of choice for modern, affluent global travelers.
- Maintaining strong roots in its foundation, Conrad is a place where guests can experience service and style on their own terms – all while connecting with the local and global culture.
- Conrad fuses art, design and technology to deliver a more inspired stay for guests.
- Each Conrad is a dynamic reflection of its city and culture, as well as a showcase for striking design and distinct surroundings.

BRAND PILLARS
Intuitive Service
- Conrad’s guest service is instinctive, discreet and enhanced by innovation. The brand anticipates guests’ needs and delights them in unexpected ways.
- Conrad leans on a mix of its Team Members’ talent and the latest technology to provide guests with seamless experiences and access what they want, when they want it.

A World of Style
- Each Conrad property appeals to the modern world traveler with luxurious, contemporary design that is globally inspired and sophisticated in execution.
- From the 13-story Sol LeWitt painting in the lobby of Conrad New York Downtown to the artwork of Pedro Ruiz and Kiko Kairuz throughout Conrad Cartagena, the brand draws in local influence and is known for compelling design and interesting artwork from an array of internationally recognized artists.

Infinite Connections
- Conrad is designed to spark connections among guests and within the local community.
- At many properties, guests can take advantage of experiences that are curated around passion points such as food, shopping, art, culture, wellness and adventure.

LOCATIONS AND GROWTH
There are 39 Conrad properties open today and the brand is continuing to expand its presence with nearly 20 properties under development in desirable locations across the Americas, Europe, the Middle East/Africa and Asia Pacific. See below for a list of our current and forthcoming hotels.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Learn more about Conrad on the newsroom, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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CURRENT PROPERTIES

Americas
- Conrad Cartagena
- Conrad Chicago
- Conrad Fort Lauderdale Beach
- Conrad Indianapolis
- Conrad Miami
- Conrad New York Downtown
- Conrad New York Midtown
- Conrad San Luis Potosí
- Conrad Washington, DC

Europe
- Conrad Algarve
- Conrad Dublin
- Conrad Istanbul Bosphorus
- Conrad London St. James

Middle East/Africa
- Conrad Cairo
- Conrad Dubai
- Conrad Makkah, Jabal Om

Asia Pacific
- Conrad Bali
- Conrad Bangkok
- Conrad Beijing
- Conrad Bengaluru
- Conrad Bora Bora Nui
- Conrad Centennial Singapore
- Conrad Dalian
- Conrad Guangzhou
- Conrad Hangzhou
- Conrad Hangzhou Tonglu
- Conrad Hong Kong
- Conrad Koh Samui
- Conrad Macao, Cotai Central
- Conrad Maldives Rangali Island
- Conrad Manila
- Conrad Osaka
- Conrad Pune
- Conrad Sanya Haitang Bay
- Conrad Seoul
- Conrad Shenyang
- Conrad Tianjin
- Conrad Tokyo
- Conrad Xiamen

FORTHCOMING PROPERTIES

2020
- Conrad Punta de Mita

2021
- Conrad Kuala Lumpur

2022
- Conrad Nashville
- Conrad Orlando
- Conrad Shenzhen

2023
- Conrad Bodrum
- Conrad Marjan Island

2025
- Conrad Ningbo
- Conrad Riyadh
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